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Case Report

Incidental finding of microfilaria in a case of
lymphoma–leukaemia
Gowardhan Vidula1, Karmarkar Pragati2, Wilkinson Anne2, Maimoon Sabiha3

Abstract:
Filariasis is a common health problem in developing countries like India. Microfilariae have been incidentally
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detected
in FNAC ((Fine needle aspiration cytology) of various lesions in clinically unsuspected cases of filariasis with
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Introduction:

lymphoma.

Filariasis is a common health problem in developing
countries like India. Wucheria bancrofti is responsible for 90%
cases of filariasis (1). It causes disease by blocking lymphatic
vessels. The diagnosis is conventionally made by
demonstrating microfilariae in peripheral blood smear.
However, microfilariae have been incidentally detected in
FNAC (Fine needle aspiration) of various lesions in clinically
unsuspected cases of filariasis with absence of microfilariae
in the peripheral blood. Microfilaria have been detected by
FNAC (Fine needle aspiration cytology) at different sites like
breast, thyroid, lymph node, liver, lungs, bone marrow, body
fluids and subcutaneous nodules (2). They have also been
reported in association with various benign and malignant
tumours although the role in tumerogenesis is controversial.

Case Report:
A 55-year-old female presented with abdominal
lump and body ache. On examination, there was
hepatosplenomegaly with axillary (0.5x0.5cm) and inguinal
lymphadenopathy (2x2cm). FNAC from right inguinal lymph
node was done.
Cytological findings:
The cytological findings were suggestive of NonHodgkin's lymphoma. Microfilaria was also present. It was
identified to be Wucheria Bancrofti by the presence of a
hyaline sheath, granules extending from the head to tail and
the tail tip free of nuclei (Fig. 1 & 2).

There are only a few reported cases in cytology
literature documenting association of microfilaria with

Figure 2:
FNAC smear from left inguinal lymph node. A microfilaria
surrounded by neoplastic lymphoid cells. (Papanicolaou
stain X1000)

Figure 1:
FNAC smear from left inguinal lymph node-Microfilaria of
Wucheria bancrofti (tail tip free of nuclei) in a clear
background (Papanicolaou stain X1000)
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Peripheral smear findings:

Conclusion:

Haematological features were suggestive of chronic
lymphoid leukaemia. There was no eosinophilia. Microfilaria
was not seen in Peripheral smear.

Although microfilariae in cytological material are
considered incidental findings, this cases illustrate the value
of routine fine needle aspiration cytology in the detection
of asymptomatic and clinically unsuspected cases of
bancroftian filariasis. Absence of microfilariae in the
peripheral blood does not exclude filarial infection. Careful
screening of FNAC smears might be helpful in detecting
microfilariae, even in asymptomatic patients, especially in
highly endemic areas.

Discussion:
Filariasis presents with a wide spectrum of clinical
manifestations, however a significant number of infected
individuals in endemic areas remains asymptomatic
throughout their life (3). They are an important source of
infection in the community. Thus the disease and infection do
not necessarily accompany each other (4). FNAC is valuable in
detection of asymptomatic and clinically unsuspected cases of
filariasis, though microfilaria in cytological smears is
considered as incidental findings (5). In the study done by
Walter A et al (6), the initial diagnosis was made from the
cytological smear in all 35 cases; none had clinical filariasis.
Microfilariae have been reported in association with
neoplastic lesions such as squamous cell carcinoma of
maxillary antrum, Ewing's sarcoma of bone, transitional cell
carcinoma of bladder, Non-Hodgkin's lymphoma, and
meningioma (7). In our case, microfilaria was incidentally
found associated with leukemia – lymphoma.
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The FNA smears revealed sheathed microfilaria,
Wucheria bancrofti was confirmed by both cephalic end and
tail tip free of nuclei (8). An association of microfilariae with
Non-Hodgkin's lymphoma is known, as observed in our case.
The patient was asymptomatic for the filarial disease, which
was incidentally detected on cytological smears. The presence
of microfilaria in association with tumors of lymph nodes and
lymphatics can be explained as they are the normal habitation
for the filarial organism (9). Various authors have expressed
the opinion that because these parasites circulate in the
vascular and lymphatic systems, their appearance in tissue
fluids and exfoliated surface material would possibly occur
under conditions of obstruction by scars or tumors and
damage due to inflammation, trauma or stasis. In tumors, the
rich blood supply could possibly encourage the concentration
of parasite at that site (10). Their presence can also be
explained by the fact that larvae may be present in the
vasculature and aspiration may lead to the rupture of vessels
resulting in hemorrhage and release of microfilariae (7).
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